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In an effort to keep Federal firearms licensees (FFLs) abreast of changing Federal firearms laws and regulations, the
Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives (ATF) will provide semiannual FFL Newsletters. Previous
editions of the FFL Newsletters are available on ATF’s Web site (http://www.atf.gov/publications/newsletters/).
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SHOT Show 2013
ATF Outreach Activities
Best Practices
FBI/NICS News

SHOT Show 2013
ATF has been participating at the annual Shooting,
Hunting, and Outdoor Trade (SHOT) Show for over
25 years. Our informational booth and subject matter
experts serve industry members and the general public
attending SHOT. We conduct informational seminars,
provide timely information on regulatory matters, and
distribute ATF publications and forms to Federal firearms
licensees.
During the 2013 SHOT Show, ATF hosted an information booth, staffed by technical experts and policy makers, to address questions from attendees. Additionally,
ATF hosted a town hall meeting to formally address
current issues affecting FFL business operations and to
inform FFLs of upcoming projects. This edition of the
FFL newsletter will highlight this year’s event and provide
information to those licensees unable to attend. ATF
presentations included:
Detecting and Avoiding Illegal Straw Purchases by
Resident Agent in Charge (Las Vegas Field Office)
Thomas Chittum on January 16, 2013. RAC Chittum
reviewed scenarios used by straw purchasers to illegally
obtain firearms for others who may be prohibited, as well
as discussed questions to ask to ensure the buyer is the
actual purchaser.

ATF Inside and Out by Nicholas O’Leary, Chief,
Firearms Industry Programs Branch, on January 16,
2013. Chief O’Leary provided information about the
ATF resources available to licensees and discussed who to
contact for information and answers to questions.
Inspection Findings by Deputy Assistant Director (Field
Operations, Industry Operations) Curtis Gilbert on
January 16, 2013. Deputy AD Gilbert covered the most
frequently cited firearms violations and how to ensure
compliance with Federal firearms laws and regulations.

ATF Outreach Activities
ATF conducts informational seminars throughout the
year. In addition to providing information at numerous gun shows across the United States, here are some
examples of outreach activities ATF has conducted since
the last publication of the ATF FFL Newsletter:
•O
 n November 20, 2012, ATF provided a presentation
to a class of students at Pine Technical College in Pine
City, MN. The presentation covered the application
process and regulatory requirements with an emphasis
on gunsmithing issues and concerns.
•O
 n December 2, 2012, ATF provided a firearms
presentation to auctioneers at the Shrewsbury Auction
House, in Shrewsbury, WV. The presentation was
part of a continuing education seminar for the WV
American Association of Auctioneers.
•O
 n January 11, 2013, ATF conducted a firearm
training seminar for Army and Air Force Exchange
Services employees in Albuquerque, NM. ATF
provided information on ATF inspection procedures,
identification documentation requirements, State
residency requirements, sales to out-of-State residents,
and other related topics.
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are not properly accounting for your firearms. Even if
the numbers match up, ATF recommends you take the
following steps.

•O
 n January 21-22, 2013, ATF participated in the
Wildlife Control Technologies 19th Annual Wildlife
Control Instructional Seminar held in Cleveland,
OH. ATF provided a presentation on National
Firearms Act (NFA) firearms, discussing licensing
and permitting requirements and the law and regulations associated with the use and possession of NFA
firearms.

Second, create a list of all firearms in the physical inventory. All firearms that are part of the business inventory
should be included on this list. Record all identifying
information derived from the firearm, not just from its
box.

•O
 n January 22 and on January 24, 2013, ATF
conducted firearms seminars in Lodi, California. The
presentation included information on the inspection
process and the partnership between ATF and the
licensed industry.

Third, compare this list to the A&D record. Each
firearm in your business inventory should be recorded
as an acquisition with a corresponding open disposition.
Review the list, one firearm at a time, and ensure that
each firearm is accounted for in the A&D record. As
you locate each firearm in the acquisition entries, place a
check mark next to each firearm on the list so you have
documented each firearm for which you have accounted
in your records. Compare the open dispositions to the
list of firearms. Using a pencil, place a small check on the
corresponding open disposition side of the A&D record
for all of the open entries that match up to the list. Any
open disposition without a check mark means that a
firearm could possibly be missing.

•O
 n March 7, 2013, ATF conducted a manufacturer educational workshop in Nashville, TN. This
workshop included an overview of the regulations
applicable to licensed manufacturers and information
on marking variance procedures.
Should you have questions about upcoming informational seminars near you, please contact your local ATF
office (http://www.atf.gov/field).

The final step is inventory reconciliation. Upon completion of the comparison, any firearm on the list without
a corresponding check mark has not been entered
into the A&D record. Any open disposition without a
corresponding penciled check mark could potentially be
missing from inventory. You must now find that firearm
by reconciling the firearms in inventory to the open
dispositions.

Best Practices
ATF has developed several recommendations to enhance
your ability to comply with Federal firearms laws and
regulations, as well as to strengthen your internal controls. ATF will incorporate best practice recommendations into future FFL Newsletters. This edition includes
information on how to conduct an inventory and the
importance of conducting frequent inventories.

Any firearm not entered into the A&D record must
be recorded. Consult any commercial records you may
maintain to determine the date of acquisition and from
whom the firearm was received. If no acquisition date
can be ascertained, enter the date of acquisition as the
date you are conducting this inventory reconciliation.

How to Conduct an Inventory
There are four general steps to take when conducting an
inventory, which will assist you in ensuring all firearms
on the premises are properly recorded in your acquisition
and disposition (A&D) record, and all firearms no longer
at the licensed premises have dispositions recorded.

Any open disposition without a corresponding firearm in
inventory must be located. Check your ATF Forms 4473
and other commercial documents, to include transfers to
other FFLs and returns of repaired firearms, to determine
the final disposition of the firearm. Also, re-check the
firearms in inventory. Ensure that you have recorded
every single firearm in inventory on your list. If you are
able to locate the disposition information, be sure to
record the disposition in your A&D record. If you are
unable to locate the firearm or its corresponding transfer
paperwork, you must report the firearm as missing to
ATF.

First, count both the firearms in inventory and the total
number of ‘open dispositions.’ An open disposition is a
firearm recorded as an acquisition in the A&D record
with no corresponding disposition information recorded.
Any firearm with an open disposition should be in the
physical inventory. If there is a difference between the
number of firearms in inventory and the number of
open dispositions, you will have a good idea that you
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What to Do If a Firearm is Lost or Stolen

ATF’s Online Educational seminar, titled “Conducting a
Firearms Inventory,” can be viewed at http://www.atf.gov/
training/firearms/ffl-educational-seminars/.

As a licensee, you are required to report the theft or loss
of a firearm from your business inventory. If you discover
the theft or loss of a firearm, you must:

Importance

1. Notify local police;

As a licensed dealer, it is imperative that you account
for each firearm in your business inventory. ATF recommends these best practices to assist you in doing that.
Conducting a complete firearms inventory provides you
with valuable information that can pay huge dividends.
The bottom line is that each missing firearm will cost
you money. The bottom line for ATF is ensuring that
firearms stay in lawful commerce. When a firearm goes
missing, you cannot make money from its sale.

2. R
 eport the incident to ATF within 48 hours of
discovery by calling 1-888-930-9275;
3. C
 omplete ATF F 3310.11 and submit it to ATF;
and
4. L
 og the applicable firearms out of the acquisition
and disposition (A&D) record as “lost” or “stolen.”
Include the date of incident as the disposition date,
and include the ATF issued incident number and
the local police report number, if applicable.

By conducting inventories by comparing the physical
inventory to the A&D record, you can:

If at any point after submitting ATF F 3310.11 you
discover missing firearms in inventory or have located
disposition information for a missing firearm, please
contact ATF immediately by calling 1-888-930-9275.

• Stay in compliance with laws and regulations;
•P
 rovide timely trace information to assist law
enforcement with criminal investigations;

For additional safety and security information, please
read ATF Safety and Security Information for Federal
Firearms Licensees, found at http://www.atf.gov/publications/download/p/atf-p-3317-2.pdf.

•E
 nsure the accuracy of inventory balances, which
ensures accuracy of your bottom-line profits;
•D
 etermine if firearms have been stolen by customers
or employees;
• Identify security issues; and
• Provide quick reporting of lost or stolen firearms.
By increasing your accountability, you make it more
difficult for those who would do harm to your business
or to the general public.
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FBI/NICS News
The FBI Criminal Justice Information Services
Division’s National Instant Criminal Background
Check System (NICS) Section Takes a Look Back,
Provides Statistics, and General FYIs for the
Federal Firearms Licensee (FFL)

would like to take this opportunity to thank the FFL
community on their continued team work being
demonstrated now and historically. The positive e-mail
responses and kind words on the phone calls from
FFLs have been very appreciated during these busy
times.

2012 Busy Season—Survival/Success

FFL Checking Delayed Transaction Status

The NICS Section set unprecedented records during
December 2012 with the receipt of an extraordinary
number of transactions. December 2012 was the
highest volume month ever for NICS background
checks with nearly one million checks being received
during the third week alone.

During the past few months, the NICS Section
has been forced to make some major NICS process
modifications due to unprecedented transaction/call
volume. The high volumes have not ceased. Until
further notice, the NICS Section will no longer accept
calls from the FFL for status checks.

New records include the following:

The service has been eliminated because the FFL will
receive notice of a final status shortly after the NICS
Examiner has made a final decision. The NICS Section
processes NICS transaction numbers (NTN) in the
order they were received. Once the transactions are
completed, they are instantly put in a queue for the
FFL to be contacted with a final status. Also, when an
FFL is conducting a NICS background check, during
transfer calls to the NICS Section, if an FFL has
completed transactions, they will be provided a final
status prior to concluding the call.

December 17–23, 2012, was the highest volume week
ever for total NICS checks with 953,613 transactions
being received.
A new highest volume day was added on December
21, 2012, when 177,170 total NICS checks were
received. Refer to: http://www.fbi.gov/about-us/
cjis/nics/nics-firearms-checks-top-10-highest-daysweeks-1.
Eight of the Top Ten Highest Volume Days for the
NICS occurred during December 2012.

Check the Status of Your Delayed
Transactions on the NICS E-Check 24/7

FFL Community, Thank You
for Your Patience and Support

In order to check the status of a delayed NTN, the
FFL must enroll with the NICS E-Check (processing
your NICS background checks via the Internet). The
NICS E-Check allows the FFL to check the status of
their transactions (conducted both on the phone and
Internet) 24/7. Therefore, if you do not want to initiate your NICS background checks via the Internet,
you can continue to call the NICS Contracted Call
Centers, then log into the NICS E-Check to view your
NTN statuses.

The NICS Section developed an FFL group e-mail
address. This group e-mail address is used by the FFL
NICS Liaison Specialist to send out pertinent information to the FFL when needed, for example, system
outages, delays, milestones, statistics, etc. Currently,
there are approximately 8,000 FFLs signed up to
receive these messages. During the past five months,
there have been many messages e-mailed to the FFL
through this group e-mail address, explaining the
necessary NICS process changes. The FFL community was very receptive and appreciative about being
kept apprised of the decisions quickly being made by
the NICS Section due to the increased transaction
volume. The NICS Legal Instruments Examiners
(NICS Examiner) have also commented about how
friendly, respectful and supportive FFLs were during
their phone calls, even when they had been on hold
for an extended period of time. The NICS Section

During the past few months, the NICS E-Check has
been running, with little to no delay. During February
2013, the NICS E-Check average answer speed (the
time it takes a NICS Examiner to begin processing the
NTN) was within 39 seconds. The NICS E-Check
average handle time (the time it takes for a NICS
Examiner to process the NTN and apply a final status)
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FBI/NICS News (cont’d.)
• VAF Process Video
• NICS Process Videos for the FFL and Their
Customers
• Much more!

was within 71 seconds. The average wait time for the
FFL to receive a status on a NICS E-Check transaction
is less than two minutes.
If you are interested in enrolling with the NICS
E-Check, the FFL must complete a new NICS FFL
enrollment form, including the NICS E-Check sections
12-14. The NICS FFL enrollment form is located on
the NICS FFL Web site, www.fbi.gov/nics-ffl. Once
you have completed the NICS FFL enrollment form,
you must return it to the NICS Section via facsimile at
(304) 625-0897, e-mail at fbinicsteamcc@leo.gov, or
mail to:

Receive NICS Messages
FFLs and their employees can receive updates through
a group e-mail address. The group e-mail address
will allow the FFL to be informed of system changes/
outages/general updates, etc. The FFL can add their
e-mail address, request the e-mail address on file to
be replaced with a new e-mail address, or ask to be
removed from the e-mail list. There is no limit to
how many store employees can request updates. To be
added to the list, you will need the store’s FFL number
and current e-mail address. The NICS updates will be
sent to you from the following e-mail address:
nicsfflupdates@leo.gov.

Federal Bureau of Investigation
NICS Section
Post Office Box 4278
Clarksburg, WV 26302-9951
If you are a current FFL, and you are already enrolled
with the NICS Section to conduct background checks
via phone, you must request to use the NICS E-Check
at www.nicsezcheckfbi.gov. Once the FFL has registered
to use the NICS E-Check, the NICS

NICS Videos for the FFL and Their Customers
• T
 he NICS Process in Motion Video—Two
separate videos are available to provide NICS
background check process and other valuable
NICS information. One version is for the FFL
specifically and the other version is for the FFL’s
customers.
• The VAF Process Video—This video was
developed for customers who experience constant
or extended delays. The video walks the customer
through the VAF Process step by step.

E-Check Examiner will issue a digital certificate and
send it with the downloading instructions to the
FFL e-mail provided. Once the digital certificate is
downloaded to your computer, the FFL will be ready to
conduct the NICS background checks via the Internet.
The NICS Contracted Call Centers will still continue
to conduct NICS background checks for FFLs who
wish to process their transactions via the phone. This
process has not been modified; the FFL will continue
to call the NICS Section at 1-877-324-6424 and press
1 to do a background check.

General NICS Reminders for the FFL
Help Minimize Unnecessary/Duplicate Work

Knowledge at Your Fingertips with a NICS
FFL-Dedicated Web Site www.fbi.gov/nics-ffl

• H
 ave the ATF Form 4473 completed prior to
making the call to the NICS Section.
• Only call with new transactions. Do not try to
do status checks on previous delays. The NICS
Section processes these transactions in the order
they were received. Once the transactions are
completed, they are instantly put in a queue for the
FFL to be called back. You may also notice, during
transfer calls, if we have completed transactions,
they are provided at that time.

This Web site was developed with the FFL in mind.
The following basic NICS information is available at
www.fbi.gov/nics-ffl:
•
•
•
•
•

NICS FFL User Manual
Enrollment Information
Sign up to Receive NICS Messages/Updates
NICS FFL Quick Reference Guides
Appeal/Voluntary Appeal File (VAF) Information
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FBI/NICS News (cont’d.)
Protect Your FFL Number and Codeword

• P
 lease do not conduct duplicate NICS background
checks for the same transaction. For example:
Calling the NICS Contracted Call Centers multiple
times or calling the NICS Contracted Call Center
then initiating a NICS E-Check transaction. This
can be considered misuse of the NICS and only adds
to the workload which, in turn, slows down the final
statuses from the NICS Section to the FFL.
• Once the FFL receives an NTN, the transaction
will be processed. In the event you are disconnected
during the transfer or must hang up—IF you have
already been provided an NTN—please do not void
or call in a new transaction as this causes duplicate
work. These transactions will automatically be
sent to the NICS delay queue to be processed. In
the event this does happen, mark the Form 4473
“delayed.” Then the transfer date can be established
by going to the NICS FFL Web site at www.fbi.gov/
nics-ffl and choosing “A NICS Delay” under “NICS
Information.”
The NICS Section is diligently working to process
delayed transactions. When the NICS Section calls
your store with a final status, please take the information at that time. This will eliminate duplicate calls for
both parties.

Your FFL number and codeword are confidential and
very important to your business practice. Protect this
information by keeping them out of sight and off your
store counters, walls, phone, etc. Do not provide this
information to your customers. The customer is not
permitted to contact the NICS Section to check the
status of their delay or to find the reason for delay/
deny. If your FFL information is compromised,
potentially NICS background checks could be called in
on noncustomers. Using E-Check is also the best way
to prevent someone from acquiring personal information of a customer.

NICS Background Checks are
Good for 30 Days
The applicable regulation, 27 CFR 478.102(c), states
that a NICS check is valid for 30 days from when the
check was initiated. The 30-calendar day period should
be counted beginning on the day after the date of
initiation.

NICS Examiner’s Name and Brady
Identification (ID) Number
• Q
 uestion 21f on the ATF Form 4473 asks for
the name and Brady identification number of the
NICS Examiner. This is optional for the FFL to
complete. Once the call has been terminated, it is
not necessary to call the NICS Section to retrieve
this information.
• Since the NICS Section is not permitted to provide
the reason for delay or denial over the phone,
please do not provide your customer with the
NICS Examiner’s name and Brady ID number.
Provide your customer with a NICS Resolution
Card.

NICS Cannot Provide Your Customer
the Reason for Their Delay or
Denial Over the Phone
Due to the Privacy Act of 1974, the NICS Section
cannot provide the reason for your customer’s delay or
denial over the telephone. If a prospective transferee
had extended delays or has been denied the transfer
of a firearm, the FFL should give the individual a
NICS Resolution Card. The FFL should circle the
word DELAY or DENIED on the top portion of the
card and write the NTN on the line provided on the
bottom portion of the card. The NICS Resolution
Card directs the customer to the NICS Appeal Web
site, www.fbi.gov/nics-appeals, for customers to begin
their VAF or appeal process. For customers without
Internet access, they may contact the NICS Section’s
Customer Service at 1-877-FBI-NICS (324-6424) for
a packet to be sent via U.S. mail.

More Information is Best
NICS background checks are name based and dependent upon the descriptive information provided on the
ATF Form 4473. Question 8 asks for the customer’s
social security number. This descriptive identifier
question is optional but, if provided, may help prevent
a misidentification, which would result in an erroneous
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FBI/NICS News (cont’d.)
deny and a possible loss of sales. If your customer
provides their social security number when completing
the ATF Form 4473, please use it when conducting
your NICS background check via phone or the NICS
E-Check.

Call the Correct NICS Phone Number
Currently, the NICS Section has one working phone
number. The number is 1-877-FBI-NICS (324-6427).
Please disregard any previous documentation (NICS
Brochures, Resolution Cards, etc) that provides other
listed numbers.

Military Phonetics
The NICS Section uses military phonetics when
providing a NTN to the FFL. It is very helpful for the
FFL to utilize the phonetics when providing an NTN.

Where Do You Mail Your ATF Form
3310.4 — “Report of Multiple Sale or Other
Disposition of Pistols and Revolvers”?

A–Alpha B–Bravo C–Charlie D–Delta E–Echo
F–Foxtrot G–Gulf H–Hotel I–India* J–Juliet
K–Kilo L–Lima M–Mike N–November O–Oscar*
P–Papa Q–Quebec* R–Romeo S–Sierra T–Tango
V–Victor W–Whiskey X– X-Ray Y–Yankee Z–Zulu
*Letters currently not being used in an NTN

The NICS Section has been receiving numerous ATF
Forms 3310.4 erroneously at the address in Clarksburg,
West Virginia. The ATF Form 3310.4 provides instructions on the back of the form regarding where this
information should be sent. Section 6a advises that a
copy of the form should be submitted to the National
Tracing Center no later than the close of business on
the day the multiple sale or other disposition occurs.
The form can be provided in a couple different ways.
It can either be faxed to 1-877-283-0288, emailed to
MultipleHandgunSalesForms@atf.gov, or mailed to
the U.S. Department of Justice; Bureau of Alcohol,
Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives; National Tracing
Center; P.O. Box 0279; Kearneysville, WV 254300279.

Information on Canadian Nonimmigrant
Aliens Obtaining I-94 Numbers
Per the Customs and Border Protection, nonimmigrant aliens entering the United States are admitted
under different classes/categories. Canadians are
considered noncontrolled aliens and commonly
admitted under class/category V (Visitor for business
or pleasure). Nonimmigrant aliens receiving an I-94
number are normally entered under categories E and
K. The issuance of an I-94 number is a manual process
($6 charge) and not necessary for visitors of business
or pleasure, including Canadians. For firearm sales, a
nonimmigrant alien must possess an I-94 number. If
you have this situation, and your customer is unable
to retrieve an I-94 number because they have been
admitted under a class/category other than E or K,
contact the NICS Liaison Specialist at nicsffl@leo.gov.

The NICS FFL Quick Reference Guide
The NICS Section wants to make it simple for you to
contact us if assistance is needed. This link provides the
FFL with the necessary NICS information needed daily.
Refer to: http://www.fbi.gov/about-us/cjis/nics/federalfirearms-licensees/ffl-quick-reference-guide-010312.

Please Keep Your FFL Contact
Information Up to Date
If the NICS Section must contact your business, do
we have the correct contact information on file for
you? When your FFL contact information changes,
there are two agencies to contact: the ATF Licensing
Center at 1-866-662-2750 and the NICS Section’s
Customer Service at 1-877-FBI-NICS (324-6427),
option 2 for FFL Customer Service, then option 3.
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